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Abstract— This research intends to introduce a new usage of Artificial Intelligent (AI) approaches in Stepping Stone Detection (SSD) fields of research. By using Self-Organizing Map (SOM) approaches as the engine, through the experiment, it is shown that SOM has the capability to detect the number of connection chains that involved in a stepping stones. Realizing that by counting the number of connection chain is one of the important steps of stepping stone detection and it become the research focus currently, this research has chosen SOM as the AI techniques because of its capabilities. Through the experiment, it is shown that SOM can detect the number of involved connection chains in Network-based Stepping Stone Detection (NSSD).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet has become more important than before however, at the same time, Internet attack has increased significantly [1]. Attacker can use intermediate host as their stepping stone before attacking the real target [2]. This compromised host has given some advantages for attacker to hide their track.

According to Zhang and Paxson [2] Stepping Stone Detection (SSD) is a process to find a connection chain of stepping stone. Since the first research on SSD by Staniford-Chen and Heberlein [3] to current research by Wang et al. [4], there are many related issue appears. For example, research by Wang [5] provides an active SSD system. Research by Yoda and Etoh [6] introduced SSD that is robust on encrypted connection. Research by Zhang et al. [7] on the other hand focused on solving active perturbation problems such as chaff, and delay. Avrim Blum et al. [8] in their research try to detect stepping stone by introducing the confident bound. These researches focus on statistical approaches to detect stepping stone.

Recently, realizing the importance of AI techniques, Researches on SSD begin to use AI techniques such as Neural Network (NN) [9], data mining [10] and so forth. The usage of AI techniques can be considered as a mean to overcome the problem that exists on statistical-based approaches such as high CPU usage and network occupation. Moreover, the usage of AI techniques hopefully can overcome the active perturbation problems that had become a focus to most researchers in this field.

The usage of SOM on this research can be considered from the unsupervised capabilities that compared to other Neural Network approaches [11]. By using SOM, Direct Stepping Stone (DSS) and Indirect Stepping Stone (ISS) can be identified easily. Experiment results prove that SOM show its different ways of node relationship for each existence of connection chains.

The idea behind the use of SOM in the SSD environment is translated into two set of experiments, Host-based and Network-based. This is suitable as definition by Wang et al. [12] that divides the overall SSD into two categories.

The contents of this paper are divided into eight sections; in Section 2, all the terms or terminologies that used in the paper will be described precisely. In Section 3 the Stepping Stone Detection (SSD) will be explained. Section 4 will describes about Artificial Intelligent (AI) in SSD approaches. Discussion pertaining SOM as a new solution in SSD will be presented in Section 5. Then, the details of experiment and results will be provided in Section 6. In Section 7, analysis of the results will be discussed. Finally, Section 8 provides summary and future works.

II. TERMINOLOGY

Before starting on focus discussion, there are several research terms or terminologies that need to know. A person or program can log-ins to a network from Host 1 to Host n through Host i - 1,..., i, i + 1,..., and Host n as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Current Detecting Stepping Stone Chain Example

Connection occurred whenever a host logs from one host to another hosts. Connection is when given n host H1, H2, ..., Hi, Hn+1,..., Hn is a sequence of connection as a chain C = <C1, C2,..., Ci,..., Cn+1,Cn> whereby Ci is a connection from Host i to Host Hi + 1, for i = 1,..., n – 1. Downstream is a path of user’s login directions (based on arrow direction) or
otherwise, if the arrow direction goes on other way, it is called as upstream.

Two other research’s terms that need to be rectified here are Direct Stepping Stone (DSS) and Indirect Stepping Stone (ISS). DSS means that the connection of the stepping stone has been established by direct hosts before the target hosts. For example, in Figure 1, DSS is a connection established between Hosts i and Host i-1. ISS on the other hand is a connection established using more than one host before reaching at the target hosts. In the event of Host i to connect the Host n, for instance Host i using Host i-1, Host i and Host i + 1 before reaching Host n. Since Host i uses more than one host to connect to the target host, this is called ISS.

In previous research, SSD algorithm has been divided into three different parts. There are capturing [13], identifying [14] and comparing [15] parts. Capturing part is responsible to capture the network flows according to the requirement of SSD. Identifying part executes its task by identifying the items in network packet that need to be identified. Lastly in comparing part, each identified items in previous parts will be compared to each other. The output from the comparison processes is the correlation of the stepping stones. The explanation about SSD, Host-based SSD and Network-based SSD will be continued in the next sections.

III. STEPPING STONE DETECTION (SSD)

There are many researchers such as [2], [3], [6] and so forth focus on detecting compromised hosts. These compromised hosts contain connection chains of multiple hosts. SSD system is the system that identified these connection chains. Wang et al. [12] divides tracing approaches into two categories host- and network-based. Each of these categories can further classified into active or passive. Table 1 shows the overall classification of existing tracing approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Classification of Existing Tracing Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Host-based SSD (HSSD)

Snapp et al. [16] develop Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS), a host-based tracing mechanism that keep track of user in the network and account for all activities to network-wide IDS. Research by Jung et al. [17] also studies a host-based and passive based tracing mechanism but he eliminates centralized control by utilizing a truly distributed model called Caller Identification System (CIS). Through this system, each host keeps a record about its view of the login chains so far.

Caller ID, is a concept introduce by [18] is another active host-based approach. In this approach, Caller ID utilizes the same break-in techniques used by intruders to break into the hosts along the connection chains reversibly. Both DIDS and CIS use passive approaches where network packets need to be captured continuously. However, it is different from Caller ID where tracing is executed when an intrusion is occurred.

B. Network-based SSD (NSSD)

For network-based tracing, Staniford-Chen and Herberlein [3] is the pioneering. In this approach, correlation techniques utilize a small quantity of information is used to summarize the connection. Then, research by Zhang and Paxson [2] correlate the connection based on the distinctive timing characteristics of interactive traffic. Yoda and Etoh [6] introduce correlation schemes that count the minimum average of delay gaps between the packet streams of two TCP connections that known as deviation. All of these network-based tracing are passive because of its behaviors passively monitor the traffic. It is different with active network-based tracing such as Intrusion Identification and Isolation Protocol (IDIP) and Sleepy Watermark Tracing (SWT), both use active approaches which tracing only executed when the intrusion is occurred.

IDIP that developed by Schanckenberg [19] uses active approaches to trace the incoming path and source of intrusion. Boundary controllers collaboratively locate and block the intruder by exchanging intrusion detection information. While it does not require any boundary controllers to record any connection for correlation, its intrusion tracing is closely coupled with intrusion detections. Research by Wang et al. [12] on the other hand is a proposed framework which called sleepy mode because it does not introduce overheads when no intrusion is detected. The target will inject a watermark into backward connections of the intrusion and wakes up intermediate routers along the intrusion paths. Research by Wang [20] also chooses active network-based stepping stone tracing by develop Inter-packet delay concepts which valid through encrypted connection.

Host-based approaches have the advantages from the accurate tracing methods. By looking into its audit logs especially on its ingoing and outgoing flows of network connections [21], [22] the existence of stepping stone connection can be identified.

Network-based approached on the other hand has the capability to tracing an intruder without participation of monitored hosts. However, there is a possibility that network information can be changed or spoofed easily. This can be seen in SSD research fields itself. Research such as Omar et al. [23], Wang and Reeves [24], and Venkateshaiah [25] attempt to solve the problem on spoofed information on network flows. Therefore, to determine that the information is not spoofed, the information on host-based approaches is used. What can be seen here is the mutual cooperation
IV. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT IN SSD APPROACHES

Artificial Intelligent (AI) according to Michael [28] can be described as one of computer science fields that focus on the automation of intelligent behaviors. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) or Neural Network (NN) on the other hand can be defined as an effective approach for classification [29]. Kohonen Self-Organization or Self-Organization Map (SOM) is one type of NN besides of Feedforward Neural Network, Radial Basis Function (RBF) network, Recurrent Network and so forth [30]. One of the interesting capabilities of SOM is its capability in classifying data without any supervision [9]. This capability actually had been embedded in this proposed intelligent approach in this paper.

AI concepts have been applied into many fields in computer sciences. One of computer sciences fields that applied AI techniques is network security. In this case, AI has been used in Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [31], Firewall [32], and so forth. Even, in SSD fields itself, the usage of AI techniques has attracted many researchers. This can be seen at a research conducted by [10] that used data mining methods to find the round-trip time from the time-stamps of TCP send and echo packets. Research by Han-Ching and Shou-Hsuan [9] on the other hand choose NN techniques as to detect stepping stones.

From study in SSD fields, there is no such a research that used SOM as the approach to detect stepping stone. Realize that SOM has a special capability from it unsupervised capabilities to classify data, SOM is applied as to detect stepping stone. Moreover, the successful results from both Lichodzijewski et al. [33] and Albert et al. [34] have been referred; SOM theoretically can also be used to solve the detecting stepping stone problems. The success or fail of SOM to solve stepping stone problems will be answered in Section 7 (Result and Analysis).

V. SELF-ORGANIZING MAP (SOM) AS A NEW SOLUTION

The main goal of this research is to automate the process of detecting stepping stone efficiently. The process can be achieved by using SOM, as SOM has a capability to classify data without supervision [30]. In order to develop this, characteristic of Indirect Stepping Stone (ISS) connections and Direct Stepping Stone (DSS) connections need to be identified. ISS connection is defined as connection that go through more than one host before reach the target host compare to DSS connections where the connection is direct or on other hand a connection is from the closest host. Intrusion can be executed through ISS or DSS. Intrusion through DSS does not become a problem because tracing can be done easily. However, intrusion on ISS becomes a problem because attacked host only can trace the intrusion to the nearest host.

If comparison to network-based stepping stone approaches have been made, host-based stepping stone approaches has limited source of data to determine whether it is ISS connection or DSS connection. Host-based stepping stone approaches only have the information on incoming and outgoing at the host itself.

Research by Kwong [35], Jianhua and Shou-Hsuan [36], [10], and Jianhua et al. [37] define that connection used more than three hosts is categorized as stepping stone connections. In fact, how many hosts that have been compromised are not accurately determined that the connection is intrusion connections or non-intrusion connection. Only by using tools like IDS can determined either the connection is intrusion stepping stone connections or non-intrusion stepping stone connections. These problems will be explained and discussed in future papers and for current paper; an assumption has been made that a connection being compromised by more than two hosts can be a candidate as stepping stone connections. Previous research has suggested that three compromised hosts are intrusion stepping stone connections. However, from the literature, a minimum number of compromised hosts have the possibilities as candidates as intrusion stepping stone connections.

As explaind by Kwong [35], Figure 2 shows the relationship between time and packet data when interactive sessions are occurred. In Figure 2, Host 1 issues a character packet containing letter l. Host 2 forward the packet to the final Host 3. After executing the packet, Host 3 sends reply echo back to Host 1 through Host 2. In this case, Host 1 logs three packets at different time tq, ta and te.

- tq: time packet sent from Host 1 to Host 2
- ta: time packet arrives at Host 2
- te: time packet sent from Host 2 to Host 3
- ack: acknowledgment packet

Fig. 2 Interactive session on connection

SOM plays the important roles to classify packet data that in and out through a host to obtain the information on the
existing of stepping stone connections. Firstly, SOM is used to detect and visualize the characteristic of DSS connections. This is achieved by executing SOM on normal or direct stepping stone connections. Then, SOM will be trained itself on stepping stone connection environments as to detect the existence of stepping stone connections.

SOM is used as the intelligent techniques here based on its capabilities on unsupervised learning techniques for data analysis and visualization. Moreover, SOM has an efficient update scheme and the ability to express topological relationships. This behavior makes it very convenient for expressing the different between ISS connections and DSS connections. The simple hypothesis is that the stepping stone connections will be considered in sparse regions of the topology of SOM visualizations.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

To determine that only an important data is used by SOM, data reduction and pre-processing steps is executed. For the data reduction, packet data will be filtered towards to output Telnet-based data that occurred on the host. Data is further focused on the time information that captures by Wireshark [38] when there is incoming packet data. Compared to previous research that choosing many type of data as to detect the stepping stone, the only time type of data that used in this research can be looked as an effort to reduce the number of overhead on processing. This will make SOM easier to execute the expression. Moreover, it is possible for the future works that proposed technique will be applied on-line.

The experiment begins by the usage of Telnet Scripting Tool v.1.0 [39]. This scripting tool is used as to guarantee the uniform patterns of telnet operations during the execution of the experiment. Moreover, there is no such dataset that suitable to use in this research. From an observation, previous researches do not publish their dataset because of the security and privacy concerns. Previous research such as Jianhua and Shou-Hsuan [36] also has their own dataset in their research. Moreover, using own dataset will let the flow of the network traffics is known and this is also agreed by Staniford-Chen and Herberlein [3].

Experiment is run in controlled environment (in LAN) as to avoid any interference with outside networks. During the experiment, Wireshark will be used as to capture network packets that flow on each host. Before Wireshark is executed, filter has been set so that it only captures the needed network packets (Telnet-based packet data).

After Telnet Scripting Tools finished its execution, the packet that had been captured is converted into text-based form. This is as to provide next processes to get the appropriate information that needed. In this process, only the time information is obtained. This time information from the experiment is transferred in to m type of file as to use in Matlab 6.1 [40] software. In the Matlab 6.1 software, the time information is used as the input to create, train and lastly plots the SOM. Matlab gives just a simple solution to create, train and visualize the SOM. The result from the visualization will be taken as the result of this research and will be discussed in the next sections.

The testbed used in this paper is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, it is shown that only four hosts are involved. So, there are only three possible connections can be existed.

In this experiment, as shown in Figure 3, Host 1, Host 2, Host 3 and Host 4 are connected to a hub. Another one host known as Wireshark also is connected to the rest of Host. Wireshark is a host that only captures the entire of network traffic. Wireshark is located in the network segment so that it can see all of the network traffic that flow. Before the result obtained by using SOM technique is further discussed, packet arrival time on each host is shown.

Figure 4 shows a packet arrival time on Host 1. From the graph, there are approximately 500 packets successfully captured by Wireshark. 50 to 100 packets are successfully being captured in a minute.
Compared to Figure 4, graph on Figure 5 shows the number of packet arrival that more than Figure 4. Approximately 1000 packets are successfully being captured. The number of packet that has been captured in a minute is in the range of 50 to 200 packets.

The number of packet that successfully being captured in Host 3 close to 1200 packets and there are between 100 to 200 packets have been captured in a minute. The details on this can be observed in Figure 6. In figure 7, the number of captured packet is about 550 packets. In a minute, there are 50 to 100 packets successfully being captured.

From the observation of the results in Figure 3 to Figure 7, the overall host can capture from 50 to 200 packets. The number of overall packets that successfully being captured is about 500 to 1000 packets. Through the information that obtained from the arrival time, there is no single information that can be obtained to detect the stepping stone.

VII. ANALYSIS

Each packet arrival time on Host 1, Host 2, Host 3 and Host 4 has been processed by SOM technique. For each involved host, 100 times of epoch is performed. Figure 7, 8, 9, and 10 show results on SOM training for Host 1, Host 2, Host 3 and Host 4, respectively. Figure 8 shows the graphs of 100 times of epoch training by using SOM technique.

Graph in Figure 8 gives information about the relation of node on the arrival time of packet that received on Host 1. It shows that there are three possible directions can be chosen from the beginning to the end of the graph. From discovery, three possible directions mean that there are three possible
connection chains that connected in Host 1. Figure 9 shows the graph of 100 times of epoch when arrival time of packet touch in or out at Host 2.

Figure 9 shows that the relation between each node has formed into two possible ways of node. In this case it can be considered as two connection chains that exist in Host 2. Figure 10 below shows the relationship between nodes after SOM technique and 100 epochs have been applied.

The graph in Figure 10 shows that there are two possible directions can be formed. It is suitable as the Host 3 in the experiment is located after Host 1 and Host 2 where two connection chains exist. Figure 10 shows the node after SOM technique has been applied to the arrival time on Host 4. The same epoch value, 100 is also being performed.

Through Figure 11, the relationship between nodes in Host 4 forms approximately three possible directions. It is suitable by the location of Host 4 that is located at the end of the connection chains. Although the number of arrival packet on each host is vary on each host.

SOM technique successfully determines the number of connection chains that exist in each host. This can be looked at the possible direction that can be form in each SOM training graphs. For example, this can be seen at Figure 8 and Figure 12 that show the existence of three possible directions of node. Two possible directions of node have being formed in Figure 9 and Figure 10 which means that it represents two connection chains that exist in both Host 2 and Host 3.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

From the study on other AI techniques that have been used on other research fields, this research successfully shows the potential of SOM technique as to count the number of connection chains that involve in network stepping stone detection.

From the executed experiment, it shows and proves that SOM technique can determine the number of connection chain that involved by just looking to the number of possible direction of node created by SOM training. Conventional or statistical technique that need network packet to be captured and compared all of the time in detecting a connection chain is not needed in this proposed technique. Just by capturing network data on certain time, SOM can detect or count the number of connection chains that involved in each host.

In this paper, the usage of SOM technique successfully shows the number of connection chains that involved in each involved host.

For the future work, the studies on SOM techniques will go deeper into precisely determine the number of connection chain that involved. This is because on this paper, the number of involved connection chains is determined by just looking the possible direction that form from the relation of the nodes. One precise formula as to determine the number of connection chains that involved need to be determined.
Besides, future works should involve the effect of active perturbation attack as this issue becomes a focus in current research on stepping stone detection. Active perturbation attack should be on dropped packet problem because the solutions for dropped packet problem still become unsolved problems.

The minimum number of packet that needs to be captured before SOM technique can give the correct result also needs to be studied further. This is to determine the minimum requirement for SOM techniques to produce towards a result with zero percent of false positive and false negative. As the pioneer research that used SOM technique as to detect the connection chain, more researches are expected to come in stepping stone detection research that use SOM techniques.
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